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Education in the Czech Republic

Double Degree Czech Republic + Switzerland
British Foundation in Prague
Holidays in Prague
University Foundation Programs
Language courses
International Football Academy in Prague
Internships
European trips
Summer camps
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Intensive preparatory programs for students who aim to
enter a university in the Czech Republic.
Higher education here is available in Czech language (free
of charge) or English language (at a reasonable cost).
MSM Foundation programs are organized at Czech
Technical University (CTU) and Czech University of Life
Sciences (CULS). After the course students can apply to
any Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree at any Czech public or
private university.
Intensity: 28-29 hours per week.
Compulsory subjects: Czech and English languages,
Mathematics.
Instructors: professors of CTU and CULS.
Duration: 1 academic year or 6 months.

The ﬁrst two years of this Bachelor’s Double Degree program in
English language in Prague (Czech University of Life Sciences) and
the third year in Switzerland (Hotel Institute Montreux or Cezar Ritz
Colleges).
During the last year students do a compulsory 4-6 months paid
internship in Switzerland or abroad. Upon completion of the
program students obtain two diplomas: Czech Bachelor's Degree in
Business Administration and Swiss Higher Diploma in International
Hotel Management or Swiss Bachelor's Degree in International
Business in Hotel and Tourism Management.
Entry requirements: secondary school leaving certiﬁcate; IELTS 5.0.
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British Foundation Program in Prague was developed in
partnership with TRC Colleges (UK) and endorsed by the
UK Examination Board QUALIFI at Level 3 (the same as
A-level or IB). This program gives students an
opportunity to enter any Bachelor’s program in English
language at any university in the world as well as a
guaranteed place at one of TRC’s partner universities in
the UK, USA, Canada and Caribbean. All students of the
program get a conditional BA Program acceptance Letter
from Bangor University (UK, Wales).
British Foundation Program is organized at The Czech
University of Life Sciences.
Entry requirements: secondary school leaving certiﬁcate;
IELTS 4.0 or equivalent.

MSM oﬀers internships for university students and
professionals in diﬀerent areas at prestigious universities
and companies in the Czech Republic.
Internship programs help to develop professional skills,
exchange work experience and gain practical knowledge.
Internships can be done in English or Czech languages.
This is a perfect way to improve foreign language skills
and enhance your CV, giving you an international appeal
and multicultural experience in the chosen area of studies.

The program "English holidays in Prague" is organized in
cooperation with the British Council. During autumn,
winter, spring and summer holidays students can come to
Prague for 8/10/14 days. Native speakers, high British
standards, leading specialists in the ﬁeld of teaching
English language, individual approach, modern methods
of teaching, multifunctional study materials in
combination with trips around Europe and entertaining
activities - all of this is an important part of the program.

MSM ACADEMY

1-month summer courses are aimed at improving English,
Czech or German language skills. This also includes
familiarization with the rich history and culture of the Czech
Republic. It is a great way to combine a trip to Prague with
tours to 6 other European cities: Karlovy Vary, Cesky Krumlov,
Dresden, Munich, Berlin and Vienna!
Learn foreign languages with native speakers and visit 7
European cities in one trip! MSM summer language camp is the
perfect way to spend an unforgettable summer and meet
people from around the world!
Accommodation: student residence.
Age limit: 14+

MSM International Football Academy in Prague oﬀers
1-month and 1-year programs, which combine intensive
football trainings, games, tournaments and language
courses. The program has been developed in cooperation
with the Football Association of the Czech Republic. The
trainings take place on the ﬁelds of the Football
Association and on the ﬁelds of AC Sparta Prague and FC
Admira Prague. Young professionals are trained by the
famous Czech coaches and have a unique opportunity to
start a professional career in European football as well as
get a European university degree!

This option allows students to combine educational programs
with exciting tours to most beautiful cities of Europe.
Prague is often called "the Heart of Europe" and from here it
is easy and fast to travel to most European cities. Use this
chance to its full potential!
In just one month you can visit 3 countries and 7 cities,
spend an amazing time while learning a foreign language
and exploring diﬀerent cultures.
Visit Prague, Berlin, Munich, Dresden, Vienna, Karlovy Vary
and Karlstejn Castle!
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MSM (The International Union of Youth) is a union of
educational, athletic and cultural organizations, which
includes the MSM Academy language school and the MSM
International Football Academy. The company was
founded in 2007 in Prague with the aim of developing
educational and athletic cooperation, expansion of
international and cultural exchange, as well as
strengthening friendship and mutual understanding
between young people from all over the world. The main
focus of the activities of The International Union of Youth
is education abroad - in the Czech Republic and other
world countries. We provide support and help with
enrollment to the best universities of the world,
consultations in the sphere of educational programs and
foreign language courses, assist with collecting necessary
documentation for visa applications, organize cultural,
athletic and adaptation programs during studies, various
internships and professional trainings.
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Our address:
The International Union of Youth
Mezinárodní Svaz Mládeže z.s.
Oﬃce 14, 7th ﬂoor, U Sluncove 12a/666
Prague, Czech Republic 186 00
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